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Abstract. Learning a good image prior is a long-term goal for image
restoration and manipulation. While existing methods like deep image
prior (DIP) capture low-level image statistics, there are still gaps toward
an image prior that captures rich image semantics including color, spatial coherence, textures, and high-level concepts. This work presents an
effective way to exploit the image prior captured by a generative adversarial network (GAN) trained on large-scale natural images. As shown
in Fig. 1, the deep generative prior (DGP) provides compelling results
to restore missing semantics, e.g., color, patch, resolution, of various
degraded images. It also enables diverse image manipulation including
random jittering, image morphing, and category transfer. Such highly
flexible effects are made possible through relaxing the assumption of
existing GAN-inversion methods, which tend to fix the generator. Notably, we allow the generator to be fine-tuned on-the-fly in a progressive
manner regularized by feature distance obtained by the discriminator in
GAN. We show that these easy-to-implement and practical changes help
preserve the reconstruction to remain in the manifold of nature image,
and thus lead to more precise and faithful reconstruction for real images.
Code is at https://github.com/XingangPan/deep-generative-prior.

1

Introduction

Learning image prior models is important to solve various tasks of image restoration and manipulation, such as image colorization [21, 36], image inpainting [35],
super-resolution [12, 22], and adversarial defense [27]. In the past decades, many
image priors [25, 40, 13, 16, 26] have been proposed to capture certain statistics
of natural images. Despite their successes, these priors often serve a dedicated
purpose. For instance, markov random field [25, 40, 13] is often used to model
the correlation among neighboring pixels, while dark channel prior [16] and total
variation [26] are developed for dehazing and denoising respectively.
There is a surge of interest to seek for more general priors that capture richer
statistics of images through deep learning models. For instance, the seminal work
on deep image prior (DIP) [30] showed that the structure of a randomly initialized Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) implicitly captures texture-level
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Fig. 1. These image restoration(a)(b)(c)(d) and manipulation(e)(f)(g) effects are
achieved by leveraging the rich generative prior of a GAN. The GAN does not see
these images during training

image prior, thus can be used for restoration by fine-tuning it to reconstruct a
corrupted image. SinGAN [28] further shows that a randomly-initialized generative adversarial network (GAN) model is able to capture rich patch statistics
after training from a single image. These priors have shown impressive results
on some low-level image restoration and manipulation tasks like super-resolution
and harmonizing. In both the representative works, the CNN and GAN are
trained from a single image of interest from scratch.
In this study, we are interested to go one step further, examining how we could
leverage a GAN [14] trained on large-scale natural images for richer priors beyond
a single image. GAN is a good approximator for natural image manifold. By
learning from large image datasets, it captures rich knowledge on natural images
including color, spatial coherence, textures, and high-level concepts, which are
useful for broader image restoration and manipulation effects. Specifically, we
take a collapsed image (e.g., gray-scale image) as a partial observation of the
original natural image, and reconstruct it in the observation space (e.g., grayscale space) with the GAN, the image prior of the GAN would tend to restore
the missing semantics (e.g., color) in a faithful way to match natural images.
Despite its enormous potentials, it remains a challenging task to exploit a GAN
as a prior for general image restoration and manipulation. The key challenge lies
in the needs in coping with arbitrary images from different tasks with distinctly
different natures. The reconstruction also needs to produce sharp and faithful
images obeying the natural image manifold.
An appealing option for our problem is GAN-inversion [38, 8, 2, 5]. Existing
GAN-inversion methods typically reconstruct a target image by optimizing over
the latent vector, i.e., z∗ = arg minz∈Rd L(x, G(z; θ)), where x is the target
image, G is a fixed generator, z and θ are the latent vector and generator pa-
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(f) Discriminator
+ progressive

Fig. 2. Comparison of various methods in reconstructing a gray image under the
gray-scale observation space using a GAN. Conventional GAN-inversion strategies like
(b)[38] and (c)[5] produce imprecise reconstruction for the existing semantics. In this
work, we relax the generator so that it can be fine-tuned on-the-fly, achieving more
accurate reconstruction as in (d)(e)(f), of which optimization is based on (d) VGG
perceptual loss, (e) discriminator feature matching loss, and (f) combined with progressive reconstruction, respectively. We highlight that discriminator is important to
preserve the generative prior so as to achieve better restoration for the missing information (i.e., color). The proposed progressive strategy eliminates the ‘information
lingering’ artifacts as in the red box in (e)

rameters, respectively. In practice, we found that this strategy fails in dealing
with complex real-world images. In particular, it often results in mismatched
reconstructions, whose details (e.g., objects, texture, and background) appear
inconsistent with the original images, as Fig. 2 (b)(c) show. On one hand, existing GAN-inversion methods still suffer from the issues of mode collapse and
limited generator capacity, affecting their capability in capturing the desired data
manifold. On the other hand, perhaps a more crucial limitation is that when a
generator is fixed, the GAN is inevitably limited by the training distribution
and its inversion cannot faithfully reconstruct unseen and complex images. It
is infeasible to carry such assumptions while using a GAN as prior for general
image restoration and manipulation.
Despite the gap between the approximated manifold and the real one, the
GAN generator still captures rich statistics of natural images. In order to make
use of these statistics while avoiding the aforementioned limitation, in this paper
we present a relaxed and more practical reconstruction formulation for mining
the priors in GAN. Our first reformulation is to allow the generator parameters to
be fine-tuned on the target image on-the-fly, i.e., θ ∗ , z∗ = arg minθ,z L(x, G(z; θ)).
This lifts the constraint of confining the reconstruction within the training distribution. Relaxing the assumption with fine-tuning, however, is still not sufficient
to ensure good reconstruction quality for arbitrary target images. We found that
fine-tuning using a standard loss such as perceptual loss [19] or mean squared error (MSE) in DIP could risk wiping out the originally rich priors. Consequently,
the reconstruction may become increasingly unnatural during the reconstruction
of a degraded image. Fig. 2(d) shows an example, suggesting that a new loss and
reconstruction strategy is needed.
Thus, in our second reformulation, we devise an effective reconstruction strategy that consists of two components:
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1) Feature matching loss from the coupled discriminator - we make full use of
the discriminator of a trained GAN to regularize the reconstruction. Note that
during training, the generator is optimized to mimic massive natural images via
gradients provided by the discriminator. It is reasonable to still adopt the discriminator in guiding the generator to match a single image as the discriminator
preserves the original parameter structure of the generator better than other
distance metrics. Thus deriving a feature matching loss from the discriminator
can help maintain the reconstruction to remain in the natural image space. Although the feature matching loss is not new in the literature [31], its significance
to GAN reconstruction has not been investigated before.
2) Progressive reconstruction - we observe that a joint fine-tuning of all parameters of the generator could lead to ‘information lingering’, where missing
semantics (e.g., color) do not naturally change along with the content when
reconstructing a degraded image. This is because the deep layers of the generator start to match the low-level textures before the high-level configurations
are aligned. To address this issue, we propose a progressive reconstruction strategy that fine-tunes the generator gradually from the shallowest layers to the
deepest layers. This allows the reconstruction to start with matching high-level
configurations and gradually shift its focus on low-level details.
Thanks to the proposed techniques that enable faithful reconstruction while
maintaining the generator prior, our approach, which we name as Deep Generative Prior (DGP), generalizes well to various kinds of image restoration and
manipulation tasks, despite that our method is not specially designed for each
task. When reconstructing a corrupted image in a task-dependent observation
space, DGP tends to restore the missing information, while keeping existing
semantic information unchanged. As shown in Fig. 1 (a)(b)(c), color, missing
patches, and details of the given images are well restored, respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 1 (e)(f), we can manipulate the content of an image by tweaking
the latent vector or category condition of the generator. Fig. 1 (g) shows that
image morphing is possible by interpolating between the parameters of two finetuned generators and the corresponding latent vectors of these images. To our
knowledge, it is the first time these jittering and morphing effects are achieved
on a dataset with complex images like ImageNet [10]. We show more interesting
examples in the experiments and supplementary material.

2

Related Work

Image Prior. Image priors that describe various statistics of natural images
have been widely adopted in computer vision, including markov random fields
[25, 40, 13], dark channel prior [16], and total variation regularizer [26]. Recently,
the work of deep image prior (DIP) [30] shows that image statistics are implicitly
captured by the structure of CNN, which is also a kind of prior, and could be
used to restore corrupted images. SinGAN [28] fine-tunes a randomly initialized
GAN on patches of a single image, achieving various image editing or restoration
effects. As DIP and SinGAN are trained from scratch, they have limited access
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to image statistics beyond the input image, which restrains their applicability
in tasks such as image colorization. Existing attempts that use a pre-trained
GAN as a source of image statistics include [4] and [18], which respectively
applies to image manipulation, e.g., editing partial areas of an image, and image
restoration, e.g., compressed sensing and super-resolution for human faces. As
we will show in our experiments, by using a discriminator based distance metric
and a progressive fine-tuning strategy, DGP can better preserve image statistics
learned by the GAN and thus allows richer restoration and manipulation effects.
Recently, a concurrent work of multi-code GAN prior [15] also conducts image
processing by solving the GAN-inversion problem. It uses multiple latent vectors
to reconstruct the target image and keeps the generator fixed, while our method
makes the generator image-adaptive by allowing it to be fine-tuned on-the-fly.
Image Restoration and Manipulation. In this paper we demonstrate the
effect of applying DGP to multiple tasks of image processing, including image
colorization [21], image inpainting [35], super-resolution [12, 22], adversarial defence [27], and semantic manipulation [38, 39, 7]. While many task-specific models and loss functions have been proposed to pursue a better performance on
a specific restoration task [21, 36, 35, 12, 22, 27], there are also works that apply
GAN and design task-specific pipelines to achieve various image manipulation
effects [39, 7, 31, 4, 29, 34], such as CycleGAN [39] and StarGAN [7]. In this work
we are more interested in uncovering the potential of exploiting the GAN prior
as a task-agnostic solution, where we propose several techniques to achieve this
goal.
GAN-Inversion. GAN-inversion aims at finding a vector in the latent space
that best reconstructs a given image, where the GAN generator is fixed. Previous attempts either optimize the latent vector directly via gradient backpropagation [8, 2] or leverage an additional encoder mapping images to latent
vectors [38, 11]. A more recent approach [5] proposes to add small perturbations
to shallow blocks of the generator to ease the inversion task. While these methods
could handle datasets with limited complexities or synthetic images sampled by
the GAN itself, we empirically found in our experiments they may produce imprecise reconstructions for complex real scenes, e.g., images in the ImageNet [10].
Recently, the work of StyleGAN [20] enables a new way for GAN-inversion by
operating in intermediate latent spaces [1], but noticeable mismatches are still
observed and the inversion for vanilla GAN (e.g., BigGAN [6]) is still challenging.
In this paper, instead of directly applying standard GAN-inversion, we devise
a more practical way to reconstruct a given image using the generative prior,
which is shown to achieve better reconstruction results.

3

Method

We first provide some preliminaries on DIP and GAN before discussing how we
exploit DGP for image restoration and manipulation.
Deep Image Prior. Ulyanov et al [30] show that image statistics are implicitly
captured by the structure of CNN. These statistics can be seen as a kind of image
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prior, which can be exploited in various image restoration tasks by tuning a randomly initialized CNN on the degraded image: θ ∗ = arg minθ E(x̂, f (z; θ)), x∗ =
f (z; θ ∗ ), where E is a task-dependent distance metric, z is a randomly chosen
latent vector, and f is a CNN with θ being its parameters. x̂ and x∗ are the
degraded image and restored image respectively. One limitation of DIP is that
the restoration process mainly resorts to existing statistics in the input image,
it is thus infeasible to apply DIP on tasks that require more general statistics,
such as image colorization [21] and manipulation [38].
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs). GANs are widely used for modeling complex data such as natural images [14, 33, 9, 20]. In GAN, the underlying
manifold of natural images is approximated by the combination of a parametric generator G and a prior latent space Z, so that an image can be generated
by sampling a latent vector z from Z and applying G as G(z). GAN jointly
trains G with a parametric discriminator D in an adversarial manner, where D
is supposed to distinguish generated images from real ones.
3.1

Deep Generative Prior

Suppose x̂ is obtained via x̂ = φ(x), where x is the original natural image and
φ is a degradation transform. e.g., φ could be a graying transform that turns
x into a grayscale image. Many tasks of image restoration can be regarded as
recovering x given x̂. A common practice is learning a mapping from x̂ to x,
which often requires task-specific training for different φs. Alternatively, we can
also employ statistics of x stored in some prior, and search in the space of x for
an optimal x that best matches x̂, viewing x̂ as partial observations of x.
While various priors have been proposed [25, 30, 28] in the second line of
research, in this paper we are interested in studying a more generic image prior,
i.e., a GAN generator trained on large-scale natural images for image synthesis.
Specifically, a straightforward realization is a reconstruction process based on
GAN-inversion, which optimizes the following objective:
z∗ = arg min E(x̂, G(z; θ)),

x∗ = G(z∗ ; θ),

(1)

z∈Rd

= arg min L(x̂, φ(G(z; θ))),
z∈Rd

where L is a distance metric such as the L2 distance, G is a GAN generator
parameterized by θ and trained on natural images. Ideally, if G is sufficiently
powerful that the data manifold of natural images is well captured in G, the
above objective will drag z in the latent space and locate the optimal natural
image x∗ = G(z∗ ; θ), which contains the missing semantics of x̂ and matches x̂
under φ. For example, if φ is a graying transform, x∗ will be an image with a
natural color configuration subject to φ(x∗ ) = x̂. However, in practice it is not
always the case.
As the GAN generator is fixed in Eq.(1) and its improved versions, e.g., adding
an extra encoder [38, 11], these reconstruction methods based on the standard
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Fig. 3. Comparison of different loss types when fine-tuning the generator to reconstruct
the gray image under the gray-scale observation space

GAN-inversion suffer from an intrinsic limitation, i.e., the gap between the approximated manifold of natural images and the actual one. On one hand, due
to issues including mode collapse and insufficient capacity, the generator cannot
perfectly grasp the training manifold represented by a dataset of natural images. On the other hand, the training manifold itself is also an approximation
of the actual one. Consequently, a sub-optimal x∗ is often retrieved, which often
contains significant mismatches to x̂. See Fig. 2 and [5, 11] for an illustration.
A Relaxed GAN Reconstruction Formulation. Despite the gap between
the approximated manifold and the real one, a well trained GAN generator still
covers rich statistics of natural images. In order to make use of these statistics
while avoiding the aforementioned limitation, we propose a relaxed GAN reconstruction formulation by allowing parameters θ of the generator to be moderately
fine-tuned along with the latent vector z. Such a relaxation on θ gives rise to an
updated objective:
θ ∗ , z∗ = arg min L(x̂, φ(G(z; θ))),

x∗ = G(z∗ ; θ ∗ ).

(2)

θ,z

We refer to this updated objective as Deep Generative Prior (DGP). With this
relaxation, DGP significantly improves the chance of locating an optimal x∗ for
x̂, as fitting the generator to a single image is much more achievable than fully
capturing a data manifold. Note that the generative prior buried in G, e.g., its
ability to output faithful natural images, might be deteriorated during the finetuning process. The key to preserve the generative prior lies in the design of a
good distance metric L and a proper optimization strategy.
3.2

Discriminator Guided Progressive Reconstruction

To fit the GAN generator to the input image x̂ while retaining a natural output, in this section we introduce a discriminator based distance metric, and a
progressive fine-tuning strategy.
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Generator
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Generator block
to be finetuned

Discriminator block whose
output is used as feature loss

Fig. 4. Progressive reconstruction
of the generator can better preserves the consistency between
missing and existing semantics in
comparison to simultaneous finetuning on all the parameters at
once. Here the list of images
shown in the middle are the outputs of the generator in different
fine-tuning stages.

Discriminator Matters. As shown in Fig. 3, the choice of distance metric L
significantly affects the optimization of Eq.(2). Existing literature often adopts
the Mean-Squared-Error (MSE) [30] or the AlexNet/VGGNet based Perceptual
loss [19, 38] as L, which respectively emphasize the pixel-wise appearance and
the low-level/mid-level texture. However, we empirically found using these metrics in Eq.(2) often cause unfaithful outputs at the beginning of optimization,
leading to sub-optimal results at the end. We thus propose to replace them with
a discriminator-based distance metric, which measures the L1 distance in the
discriminator feature space:
X
L(x1 , x2 ) =
kD(x1 , i), D(x2 , i)k1 ,
(3)
i∈I

where x1 and x2 are two images, corresponding to x̂ and φ(G(z; θ)) in Eq.1
and Eq.2, and D is the discriminator that is coupled with the generator. D(x, i)
returns the feature of x at i-block of D, and I is the index set of used blocks.
Compared to the AlexNet/VGGNet based perceptual loss, the discriminator D
is trained along with G, instead of being trained for a separate task. D, being a
distance metric, thus is less likely to break the parameter structure of G, as they
are well aligned during the pre-training. Moreover, we found the optimization
of DGP using such a distance metric visually works like an image morphing
process. e.g., as shown in Fig. 3, the person on the boat is preserved and all
intermediate outputs are all vivid natural images.
Progressive Reconstruction. Typically, we will fine-tune all parameters of
θ simultaneously during the optimization of Eq.(2). However, we observe an
adverse effect of ‘information lingering’, where missing semantics (e.g. color)
do not shift along with existing context. Taking Fig. 3 (c) as an example, the
leftmost apple fails to inherit the green color of the initial apple when it emerges.
One possible reason is deep blocks of the generator G start to match low-level
textures before high-level configurations are aligned. To overcome this problem,
we propose a progressive reconstruction strategy for some restoration tasks.
Specifically, as illustrated in Fig. 4, we first fine-tune the shallowest block
of the generator, and gradually continue with blocks at deeper depths, so that
DGP can control the global configuration at the beginning and gradually shift its
attention to details at lower levels. A demonstration of the proposed strategy is
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Table 1. Comparison with other GAN-inversion methods, including (a) optimizing
latent vector [8, 2], (b) learning an encoder [38], (c) a combination of (a)(b) [38], and
(d) adding small perturbations to early stages based on (c) [5]. We reported PSNR,
SSIM, and MSE. The results are evaluated on the 1k ImageNet validation set
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Ours

PSNR↑
15.97 11.39 16.46 22.49 32.89
SSIM↑
46.84 32.08 47.78 73.17 95.95
MSE↓ (×e-3) 29.61 85.04 28.32 6.91 1.26

included in Fig. 3 (d), where DGP splits the apple from one to two at first, then
increases the number to five, and finally refines the details of apples. Compared
to the non-progressive counterpart, such a progressive strategy better preserves
the consistency between missing and existing semantics.

4

Applications

We first compare our method with other GAN inversion methods for reconstruction, and then show the application of DGP in a number of image restoration and
image manipulation tasks. We adopt a BigGAN [6] to progressively reconstruct
given images based on discriminator feature loss. The BigGAN is pre-trained
on the ImageNet training set for conditional image synthesis. For evaluation, we
use the ImageNet [10] validation set that has not been observed by BigGAN.
To quantitatively evaluate our method on image restoration tasks, we test on 1k
images from the ImageNet validation set, where the first image for each class is
collected to form the test set. We recommend readers to refer to the supplementary material for implementation details and more qualitative results.
Comparison with other GAN-inversion methods. To begin with, we compare with other GAN-inversion methods [8, 2, 38, 5] for image reconstruction. As
shown in Table 1, our method achieves a very high PSNR and SSIM scores, outperforming other GAN-inversion methods by a large margin. It can be seen from
Fig. 2 that our method achieves more precise reconstruction than conventional
GAN-inversion methods like [38, 5].
4.1

Image Restoration

Colorization. Image colorization aims at restoring a gray-scale image x̂ ∈
RH×W to a colorful image with RGB channels x ∈ R3×H×W . To obtain x̂ from
the colorful image x, the degradation transform φ is a graying transform that
only preserves the brightness of x. By taking this degradation transform to
Eq.(2), the goal becomes finding the colorful image x∗ whose gray-scale image is
the same as x̂. We optimize Eq.(2) using back-propagation and the progressive
discriminator based reconstruction technique in Section 3.2.
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Fig. 5. (a) Colorization. Qualitative comparison of Autocolorize [21], other GANinversion methods [5][4], and our DGP. (b) Inpainting. Compared with DIP and [5][4],
DGP could preserve the spatial coherence in image inpainting with large missing regions. (c) Super-resolution (×4) on 64 × 64 size images. The comparisons of our
method with DIP, SinGAN, and [4] are shown, where DGP produces sharper results
Table 2. Inpainting evaluation. We reported PSNR and SSIM of the inpainted area.
The results are evaluated on the 1k ImageNet validation set
DIP
PSNR↑ 14.58
SSIM↑ 29.37

Zhu et al [38] Bau et al [5] Bau et al [4]
13.70
33.09

15.01
33.95

14.33
30.60

Ours
16.97
45.89

Fig. 5 (a) presents the qualitative comparisons with the Autocolorize [21]
method. Note that Autocolorize is directly optimized to predict color from grayscale images while our method does not adopt such task-specific training. Despite
so, our method is visually better or comparable to Autocolorize. To evaluate
the colorization quality, we report the classification accuracy of a ResNet50 [17]
model on the colorized images. The ResNet50 accuracy for Autocolorize [21], Bau
et al [5], Bau et al [4], and ours are 51.5%, 56.2%, 56.0%, and 62.8% respectively,
showing that DGP outperforms other baselines on this perceptual metric.
Inpainting. The goal of image inpainting is to recover the missing pixels of
an image. The corresponding degradation transform is to multiply the original
image with a binary mask m: φ(x) = x m, where is Hadamard’s product.
As before, we put this degradation transform to Eq.(2), and reconstruct target
images with missing boxes. Thanks to the generative image prior of the generator, the missing part tends to be recovered in harmony with the context, as
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chickadee

(b) hybrid restoration

(a) conditional colorization

Fig. 6. (a) Colorizing an image under different class conditions. (b) Simultaneously
conduct colorization, inpainting, and super-resolution (×2)
Table 3. Super-resolution (×4) evaluation. We reported widely used NIQE [23], PSNR,
and RMSE scores. The results are evaluated on the 1k ImageNet validation set. (MSE)
and (D) indicate which kind of loss DGP is biased to use
DIP
NIQE↓ 6.03
PSNR↑ 23.02
RMSE↓ 17.84

SinGAN Bau et al [4] Ours (MSE) Ours (D)
6.28
20.80
19.78

5.05
19.89
25.42

5.30
23.30
17.40

4.90
22.00
20.09

illustrated in Fig. 5 (b). In contrast, the absence of a learned image prior would
result in messy inpainting results, as in DIP. Quantitative results indicate that
DGP outperforms other methods by a large margin, as Table 2 shows.
Super-Resolution. In this task, one is given with a low-resolution image x̂ ∈
R3×H×W , and the purpose is to generate the corresponding high-resolution image
x ∈ R3×f H×f W , where f is the upsampling factor. In this case, the degradation
transform φ is to downsample the input image by a factor f .
Fig. 5 (c) and Table 3 show the comparison of DGP with DIP, SinGAN, and
Bau et al [4]. Our method achieves sharper and more faithful super-resolution
results than its counterparts. For quantitative results, we could trade off between
perceptual quality like NIQE and commonly used PSNR score by using different
combination ratios of discriminator loss and MSE loss at the final fine-tuning
stage. For instance, when using higher MSE loss, DGP has excellent PSNR and
RMSE, and outperforms other counterparts in all the metrics involved. And
NIQE could be further improved by biasing towards discriminator loss.
Flexibility of DGP. The generic paradigm of DGP provides more flexibility in
restoration tasks. For example, an image of gray-scale bird may have many possibilities when restored in the color space. Since the BigGAN used in our method
is a conditional GAN, we could achieve diversity in colorization by using different
class conditions when restoring the image, as Fig. 6 (a) shows. Furthermore, our
method allows hybrid restoration, i.e., jointly conducting colorization, inpainting, and super-resolution. This could naturally be achieved by using a composite
of degrade transform φ(x) = φa (φb (φc (x))), as shown in Fig. 6 (b).
Generalization of DGP. We also test our method on images not belonging
to ImageNet. As Fig.7 shows, DGP restores the color and missed patches of
these images reasonably well. Particularly, compared with DIP, DGP fills the
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(a) Raccoon
Input

(c) No foreground

(b) Places
Input

DGP

DIP

DIP

DGP

(d) Windows

Fig. 7. Evaluation of DGP on non-ImageNet images, including (a) ‘Raccoon’, a category outside ImageNet categories, (b) image from Places dataset [37], (c) image without
foreground object, and (d) windows. (a)(c)(d) are scratched from Internet
Table 4. Comparison of different loss type and fine-tuning strategy
Task

Metric

MSE Perceptual Discriminator

Colorization ResNet50↑ 49.1
NIQE↓
6.54
SR
PSNR↑
21.24

53.9
6.27
20.30

56.8
6.06
21.58

Discriminator
+Progressive
62.8
4.90
22.00

missed patches to be well aligned with the context. This indicates that DGP does
capture the ‘spatial coherence’ prior of natural images, instead of memorizing
the ImageNet dataset. We scratch a small dataset with 18 images of windows,
stones, and libraries to test our method, where DGP achieves 15.34 for PSNR
and 41.53 for SSIM, while DIP has only 12.60 for PSNR and 21.12 for SSIM.
Ablation Study. To validate the effectiveness of the proposed discriminator guided progressive reconstruction method, we compare different fine-tuning
strategies in Table 4. There is a clear improvement of discriminator feature
matching loss over MSE and perceptual loss, and the combination of the progressive reconstruction further boosts the performance. Fig. 2, Fig. 3, and supplementary material provide qualitative comparisons. The results show that the
progressive strategy effectively eliminates the ‘information lingering’ artifacts.
Adversarial Defense. Adversarial attack methods aim at fooling a CNN classifier by adding a certain perturbation ∆x to a target image x [24]. In contrast,
adversarial defense aims at preventing the model from being fooled by attackers.
Here we show the potential of DGP in adversarial defense under a black-box
attack setting [3].
For adversarial attack, the degradation transform is φ(x) = x+∆x, where ∆x
is the perturbation generated by the attacker. Since calculating φ(x) is generally
not differentiable, here we adopt DGP to directly reconstruct the adversarial
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Fig. 8. Adversarial defense. DGP
could filter out unnatural perturbations
in adversarial samples by reconstruction

Fig. 9. Comparison of random jittering using SinGAN (above) and DGP (below)

Table 5. Adversarial defense evaluation. We reported the classification accuracy of a
ResNet50. The results are evaluated on the 1k ImageNet validation set
method
top1 acc. (%)
top5 acc. (%)

clean image adversarial DefenceGAN DIP Ours
74.9
92.7

1.4
12.0

0.2
1.4

37.5 41.3
61.2 65.9

image x̂. To prevent x∗ from overfitting to x̂, we stop the reconstruction when
the MSE loss reaches 5e-3. We adopt the adversarial transformation networks
attacker [3] to produce the adversarial samples1 .
As Fig. 8 shows, the generated adversarial image contains unnatural perturbations, leading to misclassification for a ResNet50 [17]. After reconstructing
the adversarial samples using DGP, the perturbations are largely alleviated,
and the samples are thus correctly classified. The comparisons of our method
with DefenseGAN and DIP are shown in Table 5. DefenseGAN yields poor defense performance due to inaccurate reconstruction. And DGP outperforms DIP,
thanks to the learned image prior that produces more natural restored images.
4.2

Image Manipulation

Since DGP enables precise GAN reconstruction while preserving the generative
property, it becomes straightforward to apply the fascinating capabilities of GAN
to real images, as we will show in this section.
Random Jittering. We show the random jittering effects of DGP, and compare
it with SinGAN. Specifically, after reconstructing a target image using DGP, we
add Gaussian noise to the latent vector z∗ and see how the output changes. As
shown in Fig. 9, the dog in the image changes in pose, action, and size, where each
variant looks like a natural shift of the original image. For SinGAN, however, the
jittering effects seem to preserve some texture, but losing the concept of ‘dog’.
This is because it cannot learn a valid representation of dog by looking at only
one dog. In contrast, in DGP the generator is fine-tuned in a moderate way such
1

We use the code at https://github.com/pfnet-research/nips17-adversarial-attack
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Fig. 10. Our method achieves realistic (a) image morphing and (b) category
transfer effects

that the structure of image manifold is well preserved. Therefore, perturbing z∗
corresponds to shifting the image in the natural image manifold.
Image Morphing. The purpose of image morphing is to achieve a visually
sound transition from one image to another. Given a GAN generator G and two
latent vectors zA and zB , morphing between G(zA ) and G(zB ) could naturally
be done by interpolating between zA and zB . In the case of DGP, however,
reconstructing two target images xA and xB would result in two generators GθA
and GθB , and the corresponding latent vectors zA and zB . Inspired by [32], to
morph between xA and xB , we apply linear interpolation to both the latent
vectors and the generator parameters: z = λzA + (1 − λ)zB , θ = λθA + (1 −
λ)θB , λ ∈ (0, 1), and generate images with the new z and θ. As Fig. 10 shows,
our method enables highly photo-realistic image morphing effects.
Category Transfer. In conditional GAN, the class condition controls the content to be generated. So after reconstructing a given image via DGP, we can
manipulate its content by tweaking the class condition. Fig. 1 (f) and Fig. 10
present examples of transferring the object category of given images. Our method
can transfer the dog and bird to various other categories without changing the
pose, size, and image configurations.

5

Conclusion

To summarise, we have shown that a GAN generator trained on massive natural images could be used as a generic image prior, namely deep generative
prior (DGP). Embedded with rich knowledge on natural images, DGP could be
used to restore the missing information of a degraded image by progressively reconstructing it under the discriminator metric. Meanwhile, such reconstruction
strategy addresses the challenge of GAN-inversion, achieving multiple visually
realistic image manipulation effects. Our results uncover the potential of a universal image prior captured by a GAN in image restoration and manipulation.
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